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INTRODUCTION
 
Far-right groups have the potential to influence political agendas through narratives that hold both
resonance and normative impact. Even absent formal political power or access to mainstream
media, far-right groups can shape public discourse. Growing distrust towards political institutions, a
highly-polarized political atmosphere, and an increasingly fraught information space provide
fertile ground for far-right narratives to thrive in the runup to and during the October parliamentary
elections.
 
This memo analyzes three means by which far-right actors might access wider audiences and
impact the political agenda: via mainstream political actors, traditional media, and social media. Far-
right actors can coopt the larger political discourse by encouraging politicians to adopt their
language and framing of issues, by taking advantage of traditional media’s lack of independence
from political forces, and by spreading disinformation on Facebook.  
 

PROMINENT FAR-RIGHT GROUPS
 
The contemporary far-right movement in Georgia has grown in recent years from small, disperse
groups to a wider movement with considerable political force. While it is important to distinguish
between far-right forces that are parliamentary actors (the Alliance of Patriots (APG)) and the more
radical, extra-parliamentary actors (Georgian March, Georgian Idea, Georgian Power, and Georgian
National Unity (GNU)), groups in both categories serve as crucial vectors of illiberal narratives. Their
rhetoric spans the spectrum from vehemently pro-Orthodox in the case of the Georgian Idea to neo-
fascist in the case of the GNU. The most enduring groups include the right-wing populists Alliance of
Patriots, and extreme-right[2] Georgian March. 

The APG is classified as a right-wing populist party due, in part, to its positioning as an opponent of
the country’s Western-oriented political elite.[3] The group’s “Georgia First” campaign, which won
them six seats in parliament during the 2016 parliamentary elections, has drawn comparisons to
other successful populist movements (Kucera 2016).[4]
 

[1] Adriana Stephan is a graduate student and researcher at Stanford University.
[2] The term “far right,” “extreme right,” and “radical right” are often used interchangeably. The term extreme-right is used
in this paper to distinguish more radical actors that are defined by their anti-democratic and anti-constitutional
sentiments (Cas Mudde, The Ideology of the Extreme Right (Manchester University Press, 2000).
[3] Cas Mudde defines populism as an ideology that considers society to be separated into two homogenous groups: the
pure people and the corrupt elite, and which argues that politics should be an expression of the general will of the people
(Cas Mudde, The Far Right Today (Polity, 2019)).
[4] These comparisons include Donald Trump’s campaign in the US, the National Front in France, and Brexit campaign in
the UK.
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Though it only counted around 20-30 active members as of 2019 (Gelashvili 2019b, 49), the Georgian
March is the most visible extreme-right group in Georgia. The group has consistently demonstrated
its ability to quickly mobilize supporters and assemble mass demonstrations via social media
(Gelashvili 2019b, 49). The first was the infamous 2017 “March of Georgians” rally against “illegal
immigrants” that counted 2,000 attendees and put the far-right in Georgia on the map.

FAR-RIGHT ACCESS TO WIDER AUDIENCES
 
The widespread proliferation of far-right narratives depends on both mainstream political forces and
the mainstream media. With decreasing trust in mainstream political parties, state instructions, the
media, and NGOs, Georgia is a fertile ground for far-right narratives (Gelashvili 2019a). The October
2020 parliamentary elections are fast approaching amidst an extremely polarized political space.
The reduced electoral threshold[5] provides an opportunity for far-right actors to push their
narratives into more mainstream outlets and impact the political agenda. 

Opportunities via political actors
 
As it stands, the legislative and political space constrain opportunities for far-right mobilization. The
Georgian legal system imposes restrictions against extreme right rhetoric and actions via the
Constitution, the Criminal Code of Georgia, laws banning fascist associations and activities, and
legislative reforms enacted as preconditions for the EU-Georgia Association Agreement (Gelashvili
2019b, 37). 
 
Absent electoral opportunities to attain formal power, extreme-right actors have the potential to
influence the political agenda through narrative framing. In the runup to the parliamentary elections
this coming October, the political atmosphere will be heavily influenced by public discourse. If the
dominant discourses are favorable for extreme-right politics, extremist parties have a better chance
of obtaining political support from the electorate, and when mainstream political actors legitimize
extreme-right views, the risk of extreme-right mobilization increases (Koopmans and Olzak 2004). 
 
As it stands, the failure of Georgian Dream to unequivocally condemn the violent actions of far-right
groups is viewed by many in the movement as tantamount to support (Gelashvili 2019b, 39). Indeed,
Georgian Dream has long been haunted by accusations that it has colluded with the far-right to
undermine the UNM, and to intimidate anti-government activists (Baranec 2018a). The police
justified disbanding the drug-reform White Noise Movement demonstrations in 2018 by arguing that
extreme-right counterdemonstrators could not be controlled (Gelashvili 2019b, 1). Georgian Dream
has been, at times, explicitly tied with far-right groups. For instance, former members of Georgian
Dream, Gia Jorjoliani and David Chichinadze, became bail guarantors for activists of the Georgian
March arrested for assaulting a journalist from Rustavi 2 TV station in March 2018 (Baranec 2018a).

 

[5] Georgian lawmakers approved a bill that reduced the electoral threshold for proportional representation seats to 1%.
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Opportunities via traditional media
 
Mainstream Georgian media outlets do not appear to be major facilitators of xenophobic or
homophobic discourse. Though xenophobic messaging increased overall in Georgia, and racist
messaging tripled between 2017 and 2018 (Gogoladze 2019a, 7), media accounted for 36% of hate
speech. Of the media that contributed to hate speech, this rhetoric was quarantined to far-right
outlets that do not have large audiences. According to a Media Development Foundation report, the
Georgian media, with the exception of far-right outlets, demonstrated neutrality when covering
Muslims and related topics in 2017 (Kintsurashvili et al. 2017). This does not, however, suggest that
the Georgian media should be complacent. There is growing cause for concern. Media is widely
believed to be partially responsible for the radicalization of public discourse through its intensive
coverage of the extreme-right (Szabó and Bene 2015, 124). 
 
Although Georgia’s media landscape is among the most free and diverse in the region (Jangiani
2019, 4), the sustainability of Georgian media has come into question (IREX 2019, 3). Every political
party successfully elected into parliament during the 2016 parliamentary elections had an affiliated
television station. In spite of its lower ratings, Obiektivi TV, the APG-affiliated broadcast station, had
a notable impact on mobilizing APG supporters during the 2016 parliamentary elections (IREX 2017,
x). Similarly, in the runup to the 2018 election, Imedi TV announced it would change its programming
to help elect Georgian Dream candidate Salome Zurabishvili (IREX 2019, 153).
 
When media lacks independence from political players, it increases the opportunities for far-right
narratives to flourish. If mainstream political players routinely adopt far-right narratives, as has
occasionally occurred in Georgia, subordinate media would be powerless to oppose them. The risk
of these narratives reaching the Georgian public is particularly acute in an environment where
television remains the main source of information and plays a crucial role in the process of forming
public opinion (IREX 2019, 155). As the October elections inch closer, it is important to note that
Obiektivi TV is responsible for disseminating the highest number of discriminatory statements of any
television channel in Georgia.

Opportunities via social media
 
Extra-parliamentary extreme-right groups that do not have access to mainstream media, in particular,
rely on Facebook, as the most popular social media platform in the country (Social Science in the
Caucasus 2015), to gain support, distribute their narratives, and foment distrust against the
mainstream media. According to a study conducted by CRRC-Georgia, page likes for far-right pages
increased eight-fold between 2015 and 2018 (Sichinava 2019). As the internet, and particularly
social media, becomes a more important source of information, the risk of far-right misinformation
or disinformation spreading to the public is significant.
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This is particularly true for the upcoming elections, as Facebook became a powerful means of
targeting political opponents with smear campaigns and disinformation during the 2018 presidential
election. Fake media Facebook pages and active far-right trolls could be an important factor in the
upcoming elections, as they have been in elections elsewhere. False media pages grew following the
2018 presidential election and became important in influencing domestic political debates
(Transparency International Georgia 2019a). Some politicians targeted political opponents via fake
pages and accounts with smear campaigns and disinformation (Transparency International Georgia
2019a).

Facebook announced in September 2020 that it was expanding its third-party fact-checking program
into Georgia to reduce the spread of misinformation (Civil.ge 2020). Yet Georgian third-party fact
checkers like FactCheck Georgia and Myth Detector are operating in an information space with
growing disinformation and with a government that actively contributes to inauthentic activity on the
platform to bolster pro-Government messaging and to discredit political opponents (Gleicher 2019;
Myth Detector 2019).

In particular, the Georgian March is a hub of far-right narratives circulated online. The group posts
the most actively and their narratives are shared most frequently by other far-right actors (Gelashvili
2019b, 47). These narratives could be circulated by fake media sources or picked up by more
mainstream media outlets, particularly as the Georgian March has ties with several media outlets
known for their noncompliance with hate speech standards, including the newspaper Asaval-
Dasavali (Gelashvili 2019b, 50).

CONCLUSION
                  
With the public’s attention focused on economic concerns and post-COVID recovery in the leadup to
the parliamentary elections, it is unlikely that mainstream political actors will adopt far-right framing
to win support (IRI 2020). Polls from the International Republican Institute and the Caucasus
Research Resource Center suggest widespread support for the government’s management of the
COVID-19 crisis (IRI 2020; Gilbreath 2020b). An August 2020 poll had 33% of respondents listing
Georgian Dream as their first choice in the upcoming elections. The APG, by contrast, was the first
choice of 3% of those surveyed (Agenda.ge 2020). 
 
The most significant risk for widespread far-right narrative proliferation in the upcoming election is
the media. The lack of independent sources of funding mean that broadcasters desperate for ad
revenue are vulnerable to persistent political influence (Topuridze 2020; Transparency International
Georgia 2019b). In this environment, media outlets are more disposed to produce stories aligning
with political party narratives that could focus on sensationalist coverage that the far-right can easily
coopt. The lack of media literacy of journalists is also a significant cause for concern (Chyzhova
2018, 155). Without proper training, journalists are more prone to unintentionally adopt far-right
framing of issues or produce stories that amplify far-right disinformation circulated on social media.
The opportunities for far-right narratives to spread on social media are growing. Amidst the COVID-
19 pandemic, political campaigning has largely moved to Facebook, where political views are often
more entrenched and where narratives risk becoming more polarized (Gilbreath 2020a). The
government’s interest in using Facebook to discredit political opponents and the media’s potential to
generate reporting based on Facebook posts both provide ample opportunity for far-right actors to
exploit this October and beyond.
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